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A CULTURAL AND CULINARY LANDMARK SINCE 1875, 
BELMOND GRAND HOTEL EUROPE ENJOYS AN UNRIVALLED 

LOCATION ON NEVSKY PROSPEKT. IT IS SURROUNDED BY 
GLITTERING GLOBAL ATTRACTIONS SUCH AS THE RUSSIAN 

MUSEUM AND CHURCH OF OUR SAVIOUR ON SPILLED BLOOD.

The hotel resounds with the echoes of gatherings staged here 

over the decades. Tsar Nicholas II entertained the King of Siam  

in the Krysha Ballroom; young Dmitri Shostakovich played 

a sonata for Sergei Prokofiev, and Grigori Rasputin was often 

spotted carousing in L’Europe restaurant with friends.

JEWEL AMONG TREASURES



Rooms and suites
Our 266 suites and guest rooms reflect  

the ambience and levels of luxury  

enjoyed by the Tsars. 

The Historic Floor, which includes  

butler service, features 10 unique  

Historic Suites (right). Each has its own 

name, from Dostoevsky to Stravinsky,  

and design concept.

Six sumptuous new suites are  

devoted to Russian avant-garde art (left); 

the expansive Presidential Suite boasts  

a gold-domed entrance lobby.

The fifth-floor Terrace Rooms (above)  

are graced by elegant outdoor spaces 

offering panoramic views over the city — 

particularly popular in summer.



Fine dining
Gastronomic traditions are lavishly brought 

to life in the hotel’s five restaurants. 

In the Caviar Bar, a vodka sommelier pairs 

the finest caviar with ice-cold vodka. 

L’Europe has been welcoming diners since 

1905. Admire its art nouveau décor while 

savouring European haute cuisine.

At AZIA an enticing fusion of Asian cuisines 

is on the menu. Fire, steam, wok and 

tandoor combine to create delicious feasts. 

The Mezzanine Café serves light dishes, 

including treats from the hotel’s own 

chocolate factory.

The Lobby Bar, with live entertainment 

every night, is open round the clock.

Deluxe and 
Superior Rooms
Deluxe and Superior 

Rooms are filled 

with the authentic, 

stylish elegance that 

has long defined 

the hotel. Windows 

of Deluxe Rooms 

offer impressive 

views of the 

Philharmonic Hall 

and Mikhailovskaya 

Street, perfect for 

watching city life roll 

by. Superior Rooms 

face the hotel’s inner 

courtyard.



Sunday Brunch
Spend a leisurely afternoon enjoying 

our sumptuous brunch, with unlimited 

sparkling wine, caviar, and both European 

and Pan-Asian specialities, as the city’s top 

jazz orchestra plays.

Tchaikovsky Nights
In honour of the great composer, who 

honeymooned at the hotel in 1877, every 

Friday evening L’Europe hosts a gourmet 

dinner with a chamber orchestra and ballet 

duo performing scenes from Swan Lake.



IDEAL FOR 
BUSINESS

In addition to  

a self-contained 

Conference Centre, 

the hotel provides 

everything from 

grand spaces for 

large presentations 

to a range of 

smaller rooms for 

break-out meetings 

and discussions.

EVENTS AND WEDDINGS

Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s banqueting 

rooms regularly host the country’s most 

dazzling social events. Accommodating up 

to 250 people, they are the perfect setting 

for lavish wedding receptions, elaborate 

dinner dances or intimate lunches. 



GAZE OUT FROM YOUR 
TERRACE ROOM... AND BE 
FILLED WITH WONDER
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